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smoothable. So in constructing compact moduli spaces for surfaces of gen-eral type, one considers stable limits arising as degenerations of surfaceswith canonical singularities ([13] x5). Similarly, when compactifying modulispaces for log surfaces of general type, one should consider degenerations oflog surfaces with log canonical singularities. This is necessary if every logcanonical model is to occur in some component of our compacti�cation. Inthis paper, we prove theorems needed to construct compact moduli spaceswith this property. Existing compacti�cations ([1] 3.18) do not have thisproperty.We �x some notation. Throughout this paper, we work over an alge-braically closed �eld k of characteristic zero. We use � to denote the unitdisc (or the algebraic analog Spec k[[t]]) and write �� for the punctured disc�� 0. A family of log surfaces consists of a log variety with reduced bound-ary (S; C) and a at morphism � : S ! B such that �jC is at and the �bersare log surfaces. In particular, the �bers of � and �jC are reduced. WhenB = �, the �ber over 0 (the central �ber) will be denoted (S0; C0). Our mainresult is:Theorem 1.1 (Main Theorem) Let �c : (Sc; Cc) ! � be a family of logsurfaces so that the pair (Sc; Cc + Sc0) is log canonical and the �bers over ~��are log canonical. Then Sc and Cc are Cohen-Macaulay.The inclusion of the central �ber in the boundary is a bookkeeping device;it keeps track of the singularities of S0. Even a smooth surface �bered overthe disc may have unpleasant singularities in the central �ber.The main application is a description of the limiting surfaces arising incompactications of moduli spaces of log surfaces of general type. A family oflog surfaces � : (S; C) ! B is allowable if the �bers have semilog canonicalsingularities, each reexive power of !�(C) commutes with base extension,and some power is locally free. The allowability assumption is a natural one:it excludes pathological cases where (KSt +Ct)2 and the log plurigenera failto be constant. The constancy of plurigenera in families of smooth surfaces isan important and useful property that we would like to preserve on compact-ifying the moduli space. Furthermore, a family of log surfaces (S; C) ! �with KS + C log canonical (and S Cohen-Macaulay) is automatically allow-able. This is obvious when KS + C is locally free and is proven in general bypassing to an index-one cover. See [10] for more on allowable families andcompacti�cations of moduli spaces of surfaces.2



Theorem 1.2 (Local Stable Reduction Theorem) Let � : (S; C) ! �be a family of log surfaces. Assume that �j�� is allowable with normal �bers.Then there exists a base change ~�! �, an allowable family of log surfaces�c : (Sc; Cc) ! ~�, and a birational projective morphism � : (Sc; Cc) !(S �� ~�; C �� ~�) satisfying the following:1. � induces an isomorphism over ~��:(Sc; Cc)j ~�� ! (S �� ~��; C �� ~��);2. (Sc; Cc+Sc0) has log canonical singularities andKSc+Cc is ample relativeto �.We sketch the proof. By the semistable reduction theorem ([12] Theorem7.17), we obtain a semistable resolution� : ( ~S; ~C + ~S0 + ~F)! (S �� ~�; C �� ~� + S0)i.e., the boundary has reduced normal crossings. Here ~F denotes the excep-tional divisors dominating the base. Let (Sc; Cc + Sc0) be the log canonicalmodel relative to �; this evidently has log canonical singularities and rela-tively ample log canonical bundle. Sc0 has normal crossings in codimensionone and is S2 by the Main Theorem. The Main Theorem also implies thatCc is Cohen-Macaulay, so Cc0 has no imbedded points and �c is a family oflog surfaces. The reexive powers of !�c(Cc) commute with restriction to thecentral �ber because (Sc; Cc) has log canonical singularities. Adjunction ([11]17.2) yields that (Sc0; Cc0) and the other �bers are also semilog canonical. �A similar argument gives a global version of this result. A (projective)log surface (S;C) is stable if it is semilog canonical and KS + C is ample.Theorem 1.3 (Stable Reduction Theorem) Let � : (S; C) ! � be afamily of log surfaces. Assume that �j�� is allowable with normal, stable�bers. Then there exists a base change ~� ! � and an allowable family ofstable log surfaces �c : (Sc; Cc) ! ~� such that (Sc; Cc) is the pull-back of(S; C) over ~��.We should emphasize that Cc ! ~� is a family of reduced nodal curves; if theadjunction formula (KSc +Cc)jCc = KCc holds, it is a family of stable curves.This is used to study plane curves in [6] and [7].3



In section two, some ideas from commutative algebra are developed. Thethird section contains the proof of the Main Theorem. In the �nal sectionwe sketch an application of our results to bielliptic curves.The author has greatly bene�tted from conversations with J�anos Koll�ar,S�andor Kov�acs, Andrew Kresch, and Kenji Matsuki.2 Algebraic NotionsWe assume all schemes are separated, reduced, and of �nite type over a �eld.A morphism of reduced schemes Y ! X is birational if it maps genericpoints of irreducible components bijectively to generic points of irreduciblecomponents and induces isomorphisms on the corresponding residue class�elds.De�nition 2.1 A reduced scheme X is weakly normal ([2]) (resp. semi-normal ([18] [4])) if each morphism Z ! X which is �nite, bijective, andbirational (resp. �nite, bijective, birational, and induces trivial residue �eldextensions at each point) is an isomorphism.The going-up theorem ([3] 4.15) implies that any dominant �nite morphismis surjective, so we could replace `bijective' by `injective' in the de�nition.Evidently, weakly normal and seminormal coincide in characteristic zero.We now resume our blanket assumption that the base �eld has characteristiczero. For simplicity, we shall only use the term `seminormal'.Remark 2.2 If Y is a S2 surface with normal crossings in codimension onethen Y is seminormal ([4] 2.7).Let Xn = SpecAn be the normalization of X, i.e. An is the algebra ofelements of the total ring of fractions which are integral over X. Under ourassumptions, the induced morphism h : Xn ! X is �nite ([14] pp. 261-264);it is also maximal, i.e. it factors through any other birational �nite morphismZ ! X.De�nition 2.3 ([18] x1.2) The seminormalization Xsn of X is de�ned asSpecAsn, where Asn is the algebra of functions f 2 A such that, for eachp 2 X with residue �eld kp and p1; p2 lying over p,1. f(pi) 2 kp � kpi ; 4



2. f(p1) = f(p2).We have a factorization Xsnh1% h2&Xn h�! Xso that h2 is birational, �nite, injective, induces isomorphisms of residue class�elds, and is maximal with these properties.It is well known that the normalization satis�es a universal property: Ifm : Y ! X is a dominant morphism of integral schemes and Y is normalthen m factors through Xn. The seminormalization satis�es an analogousuniversal property:Proposition 2.4 (Universal Property of Seminormalization) ([9], ch.I, Proposition 7.2.3.3) Let m : Y ! X be a morphism and assume that Y isseminormal. Then m factors uniquely through Xsn, the seminormalizationof X.We now assume that all schemes are pure dimensional.Let Xs be the S2-i�cation of X ([5] x5.10), i.e., Xs = SpecAs where Asdenotes the functions regular in the complement of a codimension-two subsetof X. The induced map g : Xs ! X is �nite because the normalization mapfactors through it. In this context, we can emulate the de�nition of theseminormalization:De�nition 2.5 The semiS2-i�cation Xss of X is de�ned as SpecAss, whereAss is the algebra of functions f 2 As such that, for each p 2 X with residue�eld kp and p1; p2 lying over p,1. f(pi) 2 kp � kpi ;2. f(p1) = f(p2).We have a factorization Xssg1% g2&Xs g�! Xso that g2 is birational, �nite, injective, induces isomorphisms of residue class�elds, and is maximal with these properties.5



We obtain a natural morphism Xsn ! Xss by the maximality of the semi-normalization.De�nition 2.6 X is topologically S2 at x if g1 : Xs ! Xss is an isomor-phism over x.This is equivalent to insisting that g1 : Xs ! Xss is injective. For example,the union of two planes glued together at a single point is not topologicallyS2 at the point of intersection. Topologically S2 schemes have the followingconnectivity property:Proposition 2.7 Assume that X is topologically S2 at p. Then there ex-ists no point x specializing to p such that the punctured formal neighborhoodSpec bOX;x � x is disconnected.proof: Without changing the topology we may replace X by Xss. Let p 2X be a point where X is not S2; let x 2 X correspond to an irreduciblecomponent of the locus where X is not S2 so that x specializes to p. Thecodimension of x is at least two.Let X̂ = Spec bOX;x be the formal neighborhood of X at x. Note that Xis S2 at x i� X̂ is S2 at x ([14] pp. 136). Furthermore, X̂ is S2 away fromx. Consider the S2-i�cation ĝ : X̂s ! X̂. Note that X̂s � ĝ�1(x) ! X̂ � xis an isomorphism, and regular functions on X̂ � x correspond to regularfunctions on X̂s. Since ĝ is �nite, X̂s is the disjoint union of the localizationsat its maximal ideals, each of which is �nite over X̂ ([3] Corollary 7.6).By assumption ĝ is not injective, so X̂s and X̂s � ĝ�1(x) are disconnected.Therefore, X̂ � x is also disconnected. �This means that if X is not topologically S2, then X is not locally analyt-ically connected in codimension one, i.e. it can be disconnected (analyticallylocally) by removing a subset of codimension > 1. By a result of Rim ([16]Prop. 3.3), X is not smoothable. Indeed, the proof yields the followingcriterion:Proposition 2.8 Let X be a reduced, pure-dimensional, separated scheme of�nite type over a �eld k. Assume there is a at family X ! Spec k[[t]] suchthat X is normal and the central �ber is X. Then X is locally analyticallyconnected in codimension one. 6



3 Proof of Theorem 1.1We �rst reduce to the case where (Sc; Cc+Sc0) admits a semistable resolution.The semistable reduction theorem ([12] Theorem 7.17) implies that such aresolution exists after pulling back via a �nite base change ~� ! �. Thebase-changed Sc �� ~� is still normal (its �bers are reduced), so the base-changed pair is log canonical by the logarithmic rami�cation formula (seeProp. 20.3 of [11]). In particular, the base-changed pair still satis�es thehypotheses of the Theorem 1.1; the base-changed family is Cohen-Macaulayif and only if the original is. For simplicity, we shall still write (Sc; Cc + Sc0)for the base-changed family andR : ( ~S; ~C + ~S0 + ~F)! (Sc; Cc + Sc0)for the semistable resolution. It su�ces to prove Theorem 1.1 when such aresolution exists.Consider the log minimal model of ( ~S; ~C+ ~S0+ ~F) relative to R, denoted(Sm; Cm + Sm0 +Fm), and the induced proper morphism h : Sm ! Sc: Both(Sm; Cm + Sm0 + Fm) and (Sm; Cm + Fm) have Q-factorial weak Kawamatalog terminal singularities, and the underlying space Sm has Kawamata logterminal singularities as well. At points of Sc not in the image h(Fm) theproof is straightforward. Over these points there are no exceptional divisorsdominating the base with discrepancy zero, hence (Sc; Cc) is divisorial logterminal and therefore weak Kawamata log terminal ([17]). It follows thatSc and Cc are Cohen-Macaulay ([11] 2.16 and 17.5). We therefore restrict topoints in h(Fm).In what follows, canonical bundles are all taken relative to h and itsrestrictions to subvarieties (which, for simplicity, are also denoted h). Weshall use the following key exact sequence0 ! OSm(NKSm + (N � 1)(Cm + Fm))!OSm(N(KSm + Cm + Fm))! OCm[Fm(N(KCm[Fm +Di�))! 0:Here Di� is the appropriate di�erent ([11] chapter 16), an e�ective Q-divisorwith no irreducible components contained in the singular locus. We choose Nso that the last two terms are locally free on Sm and Cm [ Fm respectively.The higher direct images of the �rst term are zero by a corollary to theKawamata-Viehweg Vanishing Theorem ([8] 1.2.5 and 1.2.6).7



We �rst show that Cc is Cohen-Macaulay. Observe that  : Cm[Fm ! ~�is Cohen-Macaulay: (Sm; Cm + Fm) is weak Kawamata log terminal andthus divisorial log terminal ([11] 2.16), so Cm [ Fm is seminormal and S2([11] 17.5) and the �bers of  have no imbedded points. The �bers of �m :(Sm; Cm+Fm)! ~� have semilog canonical singularities by adjunction ([11]17.2), hence  is a family of reduced nodal curves. Furthermore, Di� issupported in the smooth locus of .Our application of Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing shows that h : Cm [Fm ! Cc is induced by the sections ofOCm[Fm(N(KCm[Fm +Di�))for N is suitably large and divisible. Evidently, the pluricanonical imageD = Proj�M�0h�OCm0 [Fm0 (NM(KCm0 [Fm0 +Di�0))has no imbedded points, so it su�ces to show that Cc0 coincides with D. Thisfails exactly when the map D! Cc0, induced by the restrictionh�OCm[Fm(MN(KCm[Fm +Di�))! h�OCm0 [Fm0 (MN(KCm0 [Fm0 +Di�0));has nontrivial cokernel. Such a cokernel yields torsion inR1h�OCm[Fm(N(KCm[Fm +Di�))as an O ~�-module. We are reduced to showing there is no such torsion.We employ a similar argument to prove that Sc0 is S2. Proposition 2.8implies Sc0 is topologically S2, so it su�ces to show Sc0 equals its seminormal-ization. The boundary divisor has normal crossings in codimension one, soSm0 is seminormal by Remark 2.2. Let k : Sm0 ! T denote the log canonicalmodel of (Sm0 ; Cm0 + Fm0 ) relative to h, i.e.,T = Proj�M�0h�OSm0 (MN(KSm0 + Cm0 + Fm0 ))for suitably large and divisible N . Of course, T comes with an ample linebundle L such that k�L = OSm0 (N(KSm0 + Cm0 + Fm0 )).We assert the seminormalization g2 : T sn ! T is an isomorphism. Indeed,since Sm0 is seminormal Proposition 2.4 yieldsT sn% g2&Sm0 k�! T :8



Since g2 is �nite, g�2L is ample on T sn and pulls back to OSm0 (N(KSm0 +Cm0 +Fm0 )). A suitably high power of g�2L is very ample and its sections pull backto sections of some OSm0 (nN(KSm0 + Cm0 + Fm0 )).We next construct the desired morphism r : T ! Sc0. SinceSc = Proj�M�0h�OSm(MN(KSm + Cm + Fm))for suitably large N , r is induced by the restriction�M�0h�OSm(MN(KSm+Cm+Fm))!�M�0h�OSm0 (MN(KSm0 +Cm0 +Fm0 )):We assert the higher direct image sheavesRih�OSm(N(KSm + Cm + Fm))are torsion-free O ~�-modules for i > 0 and N suitably divisible. This impliesthat h�OSm(N(KSm + Cm + Fm))! h�OSm0 (N(KSm0 + Cm0 + Fm0 ))is surjective; its cokernel consists of elements of R1h�OSm(N(KSm + Cm +Fm)) supported in the central �ber. Again, Kawamata-Viehweg vanish-ing and the key exact sequence reduces our assertion to the claim thatR1h�OCm[Fm(N(KCm[Fm +Di�)) has no torsion over ~�.Now we establish our claim on the vanishing of torsion. Some care isrequired because the higher direct imagemay have torsion as an OSc-module,(e.g. if we are contracting a family of simple elliptic singularities). We applythe following lemmawithW = Cm[Fm;X = Sc; and L the log pluricanonicalbundle:Lemma 3.1 Let  : W ! ~� be a at family of reduced nodal curves, X ! ~�another at morphism, and h : W ! X a proper morphism over ~�. Let Lbe an invertible sheaf on X such that h�L = OW (N(KW +A)), where N > 0and A is an e�ective Q-divisor at over ~� and supported in the smooth locusof . Then R1h�h�L is torsion-free as an O ~�-module.proof: Pick a point p of the central �ber in the support of R1h�h�L. We re-strict to a neighborhood of p containing no other such points (the intersectionof the support with each �ber is a �nite set).9



Let E 00 � h�1(p) denote the union of the one-dimensional (i.e., non-imbedded) points of the �ber; it is a closed subscheme of W0 := �1(0)and thus is a nodal reduced proper curve. By the standard classi�cationresults ([11] x3), each connected component E0 � E 00 has arithmetic genuszero or one. In the genus-zero case, E0 is a tree of smooth rational curvesintersecting A or W0 � E0 nontrivially. (Here W0 � E0 denotes the closureof the components other than E0.) The pull-back of L to E0 has no highercohomology, so it does not contribute to R1h�h�L. If the genus of E0 is one,we have either a smooth genus one curve, a rational curve with one node, ora cycle of smooth rational curves, in each case intersecting A and W0 � E0trivially. The pull-back of L to E0 does then have higher cohomology, i.e.,h1(E0; LjE0) = 1. Let m denote the number of genus-one components in E 00.The computation above shows that the dimension of the �ber of R1h�h�L atp is equal to m, and thus the dimension over 0 2 ~� is also m. On the otherhand, for each genus-one component E0, there exists a connected componentE � W so that E \W0 = E0 (because E0 is also a connected component ofW0). Hence the dimension of the �ber of R1h�h�L over the generic point of~� is also m. Thus R1h�h�L is torsion-free as an O ~�-module.�4 An example: compact moduli for biellipticcurvesHere we work over an algebraically closed �eld of characteristic zero.There are simple examples of log surfaces of general type such that thelog canonical model has elliptic singularities which are not smoothable. Suchlog surfaces arise quite naturally in the study of bielliptic curves.A smooth projective curve C (connected of genus g � 2) is bielliptic ifit admits a degree-two �nite map onto a smooth curve of genus one. Wewrite r : C ! E for the double cover, B � E for the branch locus, and V :=r�OC �= OE�L�1 where L2 = OE(B). The natural map r�V !OC yields animbedding C ,! ~S := P(V �). Let � : ~S ! E be the projection map, O ~S(+1)the relative hyperplane, and � the distinguished section of � arising from thetrace map. Note that O ~S(C) = � �OE(B)(+2);O ~S(�) = O ~S(+1);� \ C = ;,and O�(�) = L�1.Consider the log surface ( ~S;C + �) with logarithmic canonical bundleK ~S + C + � = (� �L)(+1):10



We have natural identi�cationsH0( ~S;O ~S(K ~S + C + �)) = H0(E; V 
L) = H0(E;OE �L):If g > 2, OE � L is globally generated by g sections and the log canonicalseries yields a morphism � : ~S ! Pg�1:If g > 3, � is birational onto its image S, a cone over an elliptic curve ofdegree g�1, and contracts � to the vertex. For g = 2 or 3 a suitable multipleof the log canonical series has the same e�ect. To summarize:Proposition 4.1 Let C be a smooth projective curve of genus g � 2, whichmay be represented as a double cover of a genus-one curve E. Then C admitsa natural imbedding into a projective surface S, which is birationally ruledover E and has a simple elliptic singularity of multiplicity g�1. The resultinglog surface (S;C) is stable. For g > 3, S may be realized as the cone over E,where E � Pg�2 is projectively normal of degree g � 1.The cone over a projectively normal elliptic curve of degree > 9 does notpossess a smoothing ([15] ch. 9). Thus if g > 10, we obtain natural examplesof stable log surfaces (S;C) with elliptic singularities that are not smoothable.The Main Theorem allows us to construct compact moduli spaces for suchpairs, and we obtain a new compacti�cation for the locus of bielliptic curves.The cases where g � 10 are also quite interesting geometrically, althoughthey do not require the full force of the Main Theorem. Here S deforms to aDel Pezzo surface T with K2T = g � 1 and C deforms to some D 2 j � 2KT j.The classi�cation of Del Pezzo surfaces implies that T is isomorphic to P1�P1or a blow-up of P2 at 10� g (su�ciently general) points. In the second case,the blow-down T ! P2 maps D to a singular sextic plane curve, and we mayregard the bielliptic curves as examples of curves admitting a g26.References[1] V. Alexeev, Moduli spacesMg;n(W ) for surfaces, in "Higher DimensionalComplex Varieties, (Trento, Italy 1994)," ed. M. Andreatta and T. Peter-nell, Walter de Guyter, Berlin, 1996, 1-22.[2] A. Andreotti and E. Bombieri, Sugli omeomor�smi della variet�a alge-briche, Annali della Scuola Norm. Sup., Serie III 23 (1969), 430-450.11
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